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mous son. But Ajit Singh's cause was espoused by Durgadas,
son of Maharaja Jaswant's minister Askaran, a Rathor veteran
of great courage and resource. The serious nature of the Raj-
put "rebellion could well be realized from the fact that the
Emperor called up reinforcements from all parts of the Em-
pire and made Ajmer his headquarters. He summoned Prince
A'zam from Bengal, Prince Mu'azzam from the Deccan and
despatched his own army under the command of Prince Akbar
to invade the Rajput territory from all sides. The Maharana
of Udaipur, who had actively joined the Rathor rebels, on
hearing of the Imperial advance fled into the mountain fast-
nesses, with treasure, family and followers.1 Jodhpur was
occupied by the Emperor and all the important towns in the
plains were captured and the Mughal civil and military posts
were established.
When the Maharana and the followers of Durgadas felt
hardpressed, they thought of creating disunity in the ranks of
the Mughals, by pretending to offer their allegiance to Prince
Mu'azzam provided the latter was willing to support their
cause. But the Prince, made of harder stuff, paid no heed to
these tempting messages. When disappointed, they tried the
same game with Prince Muhammad Akbar. Durgadas, who
was considered to be a very persuasive spokesman, called on
the prince, pledging on behalf of his followers as well as the
Maharana of Udaipur to accept his suzerainty. He succeeded
in leading the inexperienced Prince astray, who ascended the
throne, struck coins in his own name and advanced on Ajmer
to fight a decisive battle with his father. Among his followers,
Tahawwar Khan obtained the rank of seven thousand and
the title of Amiru'l-Umara; and Mujahid Khan, son of
Khwaja 'Abid, also received distinguished honours, while
designing all the time to go over to the Imperial side at a
suitable opportunity.2
Early in 1680, Khwaja 'Abid was appointed to pursue
Prince Muhammad Akbar, along with Prince Shah 'Alam
(later known as Bahadur Shah). As he had already lived in
Ajmer for some time as governor of the province, he was con-
sidered to be in the best position to know the men and affairs
of that part of the country. Several Rajput chiefs, Inder
1 Khafi Khan, vol. II, p. 263.	3 Op. tit., p. 366.

